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Fun with Clay (Cognitiue & Aesthetics)

Any Land Animal

Classrooms
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Intra Class Activities File

Ots]ECTIVES:-
.i -o give opportunity to the learners to come up with creative ideas.

.i To enhance their thoughts and imagination.

* To help the te,rnrl.t to express their visual observations.

* To develop the fine motor skills of the learners.

DESCRIPTION:.

"Art is not what you see. but what you make others see."

8y Edgar Degas

F;n with Clay'activiiy was conducted fcr the students of class I in the i-ncst erplicate manner'. The

learners were very well briefed and informed about the activity in advance. It was explained to them

that they have to make a 3D model of any land anima! cf their choice using clay. Discussion on

;-'y,slcal appearance, sound, habitat, lifestyle etc. of different land animals was done with them in

,,,- ch they actively participated and shared their experiences too. They enjoyed the activity and

:articipated with great zeal and ardor. it gave them a platform to exhibit their creativity in an

--:-::edented manner. Students used variety of material to make their clay model attractive and

: = = 
,: '".,1 and displayed it on a card board base as per the instruction. They used their visual

::::-, ations to craft the sculpture of different animals with the help of clay like cat, elephant, tiger,

:--.: ;iraffe etc. Different thoughts and ideas related to the topic were showcased by them in the

':-- :'3D clay models. They tried their best to give their model a real effect of the animal and its

surroundings. All the students were appreciated for their efforts. Five entries from each

,,,'ere selected on the basis of creativity, clarity and constructivism out of which best five

,,,ere selected and the learners were awarded with a certificate and a prize. Overall, the

,,.,as thoroughly enjoyed by the learners and supported well in imparting knowledge through
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